Abstract: Manipulator endpoint location autonomous control procedures are suggested. A method of uplimited control hierarchy has been designed, which allows to provide a desired tracking precision under conditions of uncertainty of the control object operator and the effect of external unmeasured disturbances. Sliding mode state observers synthesis procedures have been designed, which allow, in a theoretically limited time interval, to obtain information on immeasurable variables of the state vector and available uncertainty. The results of the designed algorithms modeling are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, program trajectory tracking problem by a endpoint manipulator is considered. The presently sufficiently studied manipulator planning and control methods in the general configuration variables space are not directly applied in this problem. The known control methods in the endpoint coordinates space almost always require a solution of reversed kinematics and dynamic problems in real time, which on rare occasions have an analytic and/or a single valued solution. In this work, a conceptually different approach this problem's solution is suggested based on the mechanical system's resulting image decomposition and not requiring a reversed problems solution in real time. The paper has the following structure. In section 1 the plant model is presented. In section 2, a procedure of transforming the plant model into the block canonical control form is designed with respect to the output variables (BCCFO, Utkin, 2007) describing the space orientation of the endpoint. Such a transformation allows the use of the block principle (Drakunov et al., 1990; Krasnova, 2001) and to decompose the synthesis problem into independently solved elementary subproblems of lower dimension. In section 3, output variables autonomous control algorithms are designed under the conditions of certainty of the input control channels. The information support problems are solved with the help of a sliding mode state observer. It is significant that in this case being considered the obtained block controllable form is, at the same time, a block observed (Krasnova et al., 2001) , i.e., the problems of the unmeasured variables control and observation are solved in the same transformed coordinates, which considerably facilitates the regulator synthesis. In section 4, a new stabilizing feedback type (which is new to mechanical systems) which is an uplimited realization of discontinuous control is suggested. A hierarchical principle for choosing of feedback coefficients is designed, which allows an autonomous control realization under the incomplete information on input control channels. In section 5, the results of the designed algorithms modeling in MATLAB for a two-link plain manipulator are presented. η is the vector of external unmeasurable bounded disturbances. The multilink manipulator construction ends with a replaceable working mechanism (endpoint). The endpoint space orientation vector is described by nonlinear smooth functions of angular positions 
or with given accuracy const
based on model (1) representation in block canonical control form with respect to output variables 1 y .
MECHANICAL SYSTEM OUTPUT IMAGE
The peculiarity of the problem being considered is that the image Q q ∈ . Otherwise, the program trajectory should be divided in an appropriate manner into sections to which a different closed loop structure will correspond. The essence of model (1) imaging procedure in BCCFO consists of a two-time differentiation of output variables with account of system (1) and the assumptions made, in particular
The posed problem (2) and (3) is solved in terms of system (4) based on block approach (Drakunov et al., 1990; Krasnova, 2001) . A conjoint problem, which is not considered here, consists of free coordinates
control whose behavior is determined by the corresponding part of system (1).
AUTONOMOUS CONTROL BASIC ALGORITHMS
In this section, under the assumption about the certainty of the input channels, output variables autonomous control synthesis methods are designed implementing algorithms of various complexity, which is preconditioned by the possibility and the expediency of the setup of various measuring devices. System (4) consists of two elementary blocks in each one of which the state vector dimensionality coincides with the dimensionality of the virtual and true control vector, which allows for partitioning of the synthesis problem into independently solvable problems of dimensionality m . Using (4), let us rewrite the differential equation with respect to the mismatch
y is treated as a virtual control chosen in the form of
) are feedback coefficients providing the demanded rate of convergence (2). To provide for the chosen virtual control, it is required to solve the mismatch stabilization problem
(6) Taking (6) into account, equation (5) 
and present system (10) in the form
. The widespread concept of system (11) stabilization problem synthesis consists of providing an autonomous control, i.e. decoupling common system motion into independently controlled subsystems describing the dynamics of separate output variables and subsequent independent stabilization problem synthesis in these subsystems. In this section, autonomous control methods within system (11) are designed under assumption that matrix ) ( 1 1 q B parameters are known. Then the general control law has the form (.) ) ( ) (
= is the stabilizing feedback compensating for intersecting links, (.) φ is a vector function whose role consists of compensating for existing uncertainties. Control moments (12) play a dual role in the control system, because they are the demanded effects to be treated by actuators at the same time, which imposes a set of restrictions on their choice. For control law (12) to take effect, it is required that the vector functions it consists of be restricted and continuously uninterrupted in general case k times over all of its arguments in the area being considered, where k is the relative degree of the actuator's dynamic model composed with respect to the moments applied the actuator's axis. Let us introduce denotation of mismatch
(13) It is essential that under this approach realized is the possibility of choosing various standard actuators in which the control moments demanded values tracking problem is solved either asymptotically 0 ) (
or with demanded precision const
Linear stabilizing feedback
In system (11) let us form combined control (.) ) ( (11), (16) with account of (13) will take the form . Provision of (14) within the actuator's control system will lead to the following relations:
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For systems (7), (11) the state observer has the form , ) ( ,
where
, are the state vectors, 2 1 ,v v are the observer's corrective effects which are chosen in the form of discontinuous functions so that the system stabilization problem written with respect to mismatches
ε is solved and which, using (7), (11), and (18) 
Obtained values (20) are used to form discontinuous corrective effects in the second equation (18) 
Control law (16), in the presence of state observer (18) and filters (20)- (21) (20), is implemented as
To implement control law (22), unlike (16), it is not necessary to define the compensating component (.) ϕ . It suffices to be sure that its components (17) are restricted. The role of coefficient 2 k in closed system (11), (22) consists of suppressing of the existing uncertainties which leads to (9) holding true and, accordingly, the solution of the tracking problem with given precision (3). For better fine tuning, let us introduce majoritating function
for uncertain system (11). Let us show that there exist such values 0 cons
k , with which in closed system (7), (11) and (22) we define accuracy (9) that is necessary to ensure in system (11), (22): const.
For the derivative of the second summand of quadratic form (25), in view of (11), (13), (22), (24), (26) 
Discontinuous stabilizing feedback
In system (11), (17) let us form a discontinuous control
which under conditions ) ( 1
will lead to the appearance in a finite time of a sliding mode over multiplicity } 0
, where
, will lead to a similar result.
Even though algorithm (27) is not realizable in the problem being considered due to physical limitations imposed on controlling moments, it is important from theoretical point of view as a limited case. The following control law is an uplimited realization of a discontinuous control in the form of nonlinear continually differentiated limited function.
Nonlinear stabilizing feedback
For system (11) let us form control law in the from (.), ) ( arctg ) ( 
In closed system (11), (28) 
where ς is a small positive value.
For the derivative of the second summand of quadratic form (25), in view of (17), (31) 
. These inequalities are the estimates for the choice of coefficients in control law (30). To implement (30), measurements 1 q and a reduced observer (23), (20) 
. (33) Considering (33) for system (11) the control law has the form ) ( arctg ) (
, which is different from (30) in that for its realization the precise matrix ) ( 1 1 q B coefficients are not required, but only the possible range of their change in the area being considered, and additionally, for nonzero diagonal elements, their signs are required whose determination may be considerably easier than calculation of the values. Let us show that in closed system (11), (34) given precision (9) is ensured. To obtain the lower estimate for choice 
For the derivative of the i -th ( m i , 1 = ) summand of quadratic from (35) accounting for (11), (33), (34), (17) valid is the estimate
valid are inequalities
In a general case when assumption (33) does not hold true, we use the control hierarchy method ideology developed for systems with discontinuous controls (Utkin, 1992) . For uplimited realization (34) of discontinuous controls being considered, below is designed a step-by-step procedure for choosing coefficients
based on inequalities, allowing to artificially obtain a matrix with a dominating diagonal (in a general case, 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 with dominating elements from different columns) before a control, for an i -th component of which outside the neighborhood
with account of (32) valid are the estimates: Step 1. In the first equation of system (11) 
. For the derivative of the first summand of quadratic from (35) with account of (36) is formed, and the regularization of the problem occurs in the said manner, etc.
Step μ . As a result of the previous transformations, the last fig. 3-4) , under discontinuous stabilizing feedback (27) ( fig. 5-6 
